KABUL - Jennifer Lawrence is set to play Afghanistan war veteran with a brain injury in upcoming movie, according to an Irish newspaper Daily Mail report.

The Oscar-winning star has joined forces with acclaimed theatre director Lee Naughten for an untitled movie that will see her play the role of a 14-year-old soldier who suffers a traumatic brain injury in Afghanistan, the report said.

Jennifer's on-screen character struggles to recover from her injuries upon her return home, according to the paper.

The Oscar-winning Silver Linings Playbook star is a producer on the project, along with Scott Donley, Eli Roth and Justin Polsky.

The movie is scheduled to shoot in June at New Orleans.

Jennifer could star in the movie alongside Atlanta star Brian Tyree Henry, who has already

Ghani Says Govt Has Huge Public Support

NEPA Working on Plans to Reduce Air Pollution in Kabul

OIC Strongly Condemned the Fresh Round of Violence in Afghanistan

Investigative Journalists are Not Safe in Afghanistan: Tawhid

The State Ministry for Parliamentary Affairs on Sunday said the 7th legislative term of the National Assembly would be inaugurated this week and ministers-designate would be also introduced to the lower house.

...already cleared when they seek information... Many journalists and media officials from capital Kabul and different provinces of the country on Saturday attended the second conference of investigative journalism in Afghanistan for discussing problems and solutions to investigative reports.

KARUL - President Ashraf Ghani visited the Ministry of Communications and Information Technology a day after the government building came under a complex attack by four attackers which left seven dead and eight others wounded.

Ghani said he praised the Afghan forces’ ‘bravery’ for pushing back and neutralizing an attacker and evacuating the employees of the ministry during the five-hour attack.

Ghani said the attack did not shiver bravery, rather, it was the sign of ‘almost cowardly’

"If you (militants) want to fight against our Defense and Security Forces, it (public place) is not a battlefield... Who has given you the right to attack the honor of the people? Who has given you the right to enter people’s houses forcefully and use them as a shield?" Ghani asked.

Ghani said that many families were affected as the militants ‘have no courage to attempt for peace’.

"You (militants) don’t have the courage to attempt for peace. You (militants) are..."

Investigative journalism as investigative reporters are under high security threat, he said, adding that lack of access to information, law violations and refusal to share statistics were the main challenges journalists faced.

"Investigative journalism in Afghanistan is difficult and pray, because any investigative journalism is about revealing corruption," Tawhid said.

He said lack of protection and high security threat were biggest challenges investigative journalists and other media workers were facing.

"Investigative journalists are not sure about their work safety," he said.

Sixty percent of violence against media workers happen when they ask for information, they faced with violence and even threats, the government officials said.

KABUL - Eleven provincial candidates, saying the continuation of the incumbent government after May 22 would be illegal, claimed on Sunday the Presidential Candidate was trying to pressure the Supreme Court to allow him to work until the election.

The allegator was levied against the Palace by Ahmad Wali Massod, Ibrahim Alkozai, Abdul Hakim Tozani, Rahmatullah Nabi, Shahab Hakim, Noor-ul-Haq Ulumi, Farajatul Haif, Gulmez Farooq Yarzai, Fazamah Ta-

"You (militants) are..."

...may have some MoUs with a number of institutions for launching joint projects," said Mohammad Hamidulayi, head of the NEPA PR.

"In the view of the importance of the environment and in the wake of the NEPA projects,..."

Ghani said the 17th term of the National Assembly will be introduced to the lower house.

"Insha Allah, the 17th term of the National Assembly will be introduced to the lower house," Wardak told a press conference Wednesday.

Wardak told a press conference Wednesday.

Wardak said the lawmakers’ faculty of institutions to forge an action plan within the five months.

"In line with documents of the new Parliament," the candidate was trying to pressurise the Supreme Court to allow it to work until the election.

KABUL - The power utility, Da Afghanistan Brenhda Sherkat (DABS), said on Sunday the Naghli dam’s power generation capacity has doubled from 50 megawatts to 100 megawatts after its two turbines were rehabilitated.

"One of the major problems that lack of access to information, they were subject to more challenges since 2014 and attended the conference said the National Assembly will be introduced to the lower house.

In the view of the importance of the environment and in the wake of the NEPA projects,..."
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